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                                            Why you will want to choose pvc for your railing
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PVC which stands for Polyvinyl Chloride, is a popular material chosen for use in construction because it is much more effective than traditional materials such as iron and wood. Lumber material is slowly becoming costly as its availability is being reduced as forests get denuded.

Having a PVC railing is advantageous in many ways. The VOP railing system offers outstanding weather performance and authentic wood-like design. UV stabilizers are specially formulated for permanent color, a durable finish, and lasting beauty. No more scraping, sanding, painting or staining.

 

A PVC Railing should be your only choice

– PVC Railings are designed to meet the highest building standards

– They enhance the appearance and functionality of your home’s exterior

– You can choose from different elegant designs that make outdoor living beautiful and safe

– It is a low maintenance product

The Performance Benefits of PVC Railing

The PVC Railing will not warp, rot, split, peel or corrode and it never needs sanding, staining or painting. It’s lightweight and easy to install, and it requires no harmful chemical treatments that can affect your health or the environment.

The fabrication metal reinforcements in the top and bottom railing prevent weakening and provide added strength. With durability to last a lifetime, you’ll be installing railing that is virtually maintenance-free.

We are confident that our rails are the best product on the market and their simple designs provide a harmonious match to any style of your home.
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Strength & Durability

A properly installed vinyl fence will last you a lifetime. It’s five times stronger than wood, is flexible, durable and can stand up to high winds and rain. If you’re worried your fence will collapse for any reason, you won’t have to with vinyl fencing. Since the vinyl does not absorb moisture, the boards, posts and accessories will not blister, peel, rust or rot. For the Canadian home, or any home that experiences a lot of crazy weather, Vision Outdoor vinyl fencing is simply the best material out there.

Ease of Maintenance 

Unlike wood or chain link fence, Vision Outdoor vinyl does not need additional paint, sealants or stains to maintain its original beauty and color. If your fence ever falls victim to graffiti or vandalism, most stains will easily come off with some soap & water, household cleaners and a little elbow grease. Your fence won’t turn green like wood fence, and it won’t need pressure washing like other traditional fence materials. It’s the best low maintenance option.

Increased Home’s look & Property Value

Choosing to install a vinyl fence should be considered an investment in your home. With a variety of styles and colors to choose from, you can create beautiful curb appeal that suits your tastes, and also enhances the look of your neighbourhood. Since premium vinyl fencing is manufactured to last a lifetime, when it comes time to sell your home, prospective buyers will know this is one area where they don’t have to worry about repairing or replacing. Installing our vinyl fence will improve the overall property value of your home. With a selection of private or semi-private fencing designs, you can customize your fence to fit your backyard privacy needs and will never have to worry about replacing flimsy wooden lattice again. For the wide variety of fencing available to you visit our website at www.visionoutdoorproducts.com.

                                                                                            

 

In this article and video above, we will guide you through the process on how to assemble a VOP Rail Section after purchasing a rail box kit. The only tools you are going to need is a measuring tape, cordless or corded drill, and mitre saw with appropriate cutting blade.

A 4’ box rail kit includes the following:



– 1 top hand rail

– 1 pre-punched bottom rail

– 1 pre-punched top filler

– 1 bottom filler

– 2 pre-punched aluminum reinforcements

– 9 pickets

– 1 page instruction sheet

– 1 bag of hardware that includes mounting brackets.

Now that you are ready to assemble, take your aluminium reinforcement and slide into the bottom rail, if a cuts need to be made make sure to cut your rails before you start the assembly process, make sure to cut from both ends keeping the picket spacing consistent. Align the holes on the bottom rail with the holes in the pickets and fasten with the longest screw out of the hardware bag. Once you’ve installed the pickets to the bottom rail, you are going to take your pre-punch top filler and aluminium and line up the holes with the other end of the pickets. Now you are ready to fasten the top rail to the pickets.

Once you’ve finished fastening the pickets to both the top and bottom rails you must fasten the mounting brackets on the top and bottom at both ends of the rail. Please make sure that the mounting bracket is recessed in a 1/16th of an inch. After mounting the brackets to the railing your railing section is now ready to mount to either our Post Kit or existing structure. Once the railing section is installed you complete the process by snapping on the top handrail and bottom filler. Our VOP railing system is engineered and complies with current North American building codes.

– Our railings are available in 6 different extruded colours; White, Cashmere, Grey , Tan, Clay and Sable

– Our boxed rail kits are available in 4 sizes……..36” High x 48” Wide, 36” High x 72” Wide, 42” High x 48” Wide, 42” High x 72” Wide

– Extruded finish will give the homeowner peace of mind that they will never have to fill, sand, paint or stain their railings anymore.
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PVC RECESSED PANELED COLUMN

Columns make a statement of beauty, style and elegance, and finding the right column to fit your specific style needs has never been easier. Vision Building Products offers the most diverse selection of high end columns in the market, and has continued to add to its product line with the addition of its newest product for 2015. This new recessed paneled extruded PVC column with adjustable inserts is the first of its kind in North America, and is offered exclusively at Vision Building Products.

MAITENANCE FREE

Even during harsh Canadian winters, our PVC columns are durable and resistant to corrosion, discoloration and water damage, making them long-lasting and maintenance free.

INFINITE OPTIONS

This column is available in 6 extruded colours, multiple lengths and the adjustable inserts allow for multiple panel design options. With this many possibilities, it has never been easier to choose the right column for your home exterior!
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There are many reasons to consider the glass railings without frames for your home. Regardless of your décor, glass railings bring a unique element to your design. Our PVC railings are designed to meet the highest building standards while enhancing the appearance and functionality of your home’s exterior. Elegant designs make outdoor living beautiful and safe.

Here are the top 5 reasons we love to install glass railings:

Unobstructed view

Finally buy your dream home with a beautiful view. The last thing you want is that view to be interrupted by distracting railing. Frameless glass deck railings give the illusion of no barrier between you and that stunning view. The proof is in the pudding when you take visitors on your deck for the first time and they gush over how fabulous it is.

Easy Maintenance

Generally, glass railings will easily clean up with a sponge. Homes with small children or pets may require a bit more upkeep, but compared to traditional wood railings which require ongoing maintenance and repair, over their lifetime glass railings are relatively maintenance free. With different climates, glass railings don’t create any mildew growth.

Safety

With glass railings, either outdoors for a deck or indoors for a stairway, there is no fear of children or pets falling through, and allows them to enjoy the view as well without trying to climb up and see over the top of the rail. Glass railings constructed of tempered glass are sturdy and strong, removing the worry about breakage.

Available options

Glass railings have a wide variety of tinted glass panels to choose from and colours for the vinyl components. Installation options for both exterior decks and balconies, as well as for the front porches.

They Have a Nice Appearance

Whether a new installation or replacing an existing railing, glass rails, once installed always have that WOW factor. The clean lines and uninterrupted view and really do create a stunning finished product.

If you are ready to introduce the beauty of glass railings to your home contact Vision Building Products for more information. You won’t regret the decision.
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Summer is right around the corner, which means it’s time to start thinking about how you can make the most of those few months of good weather. One of the best ways to enjoy the summer is by hosting events and gatherings with friends and family. Here are a few simple tips to help create the perfect summer atmosphere.

Table Setting & Flowers

To give your gathering a summer feel, try adding a touch of colour to your table setting rather than simple white dinnerware. Also, for an effortlessly summer-chic look, flowers are the perfect accessory. Fresh flowers instantly add elegance to your get together, and are perfect for any backyard event. For additional beauty, display your flowers in a unique vase such as a mason jar.

Light Candles

The easiest way to add a romantic tone to your event is by lighting some candles. Whichever type of candle you choose for the night will be perfect, and remember, everyone and everything looks better in candlelight!

Easy Drinks

Don’t stress over mixed drinks. Choose one or two crowd-pleasing beverages that can be mixed ahead in volume, such as mojitos or sangria. Same goes for food; choose accessible, small bites from around the world and create a menu that offers simple food that all your guests will enjoy.

Most importantly, you’ll need your backyard to be up to par with the summer heat and your love for entertaining guests. At Vision Building Products we offer long lasting, maintenance free products that provide the highest quality and value in the industry. Come visit us and discover how we can help make your backyard perfect for those summer gatherings we all look forward to!
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Some aspects of your home’s exterior such as its railings or columns can easily be overlooked, but have the ability to drastically improve your home’s appearance. This summer, when you are looking for ways to touch up your home, consider revamping your exterior with some new outdoor products!

Take a look at these before and after shots to see just how big of an impact adding a new Vision Building Products railing can have on the appearance of your home!

Our PVC railings are available in a variety of styles and colours to choose from, so you can be sure to find the perfect railing to fit your tastes! Not only do our railings add elegance to your home, they are also extremely durable and long lasting. Our railings are resistant to sun and water damage, and are maintenance free, meaning you never have to worry about staining or painting them.

Come visit us at Vision Building Products and make your home ready for summer!
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Summer is in full swing, and if home renovations or improvements are on your to-do list this year, now is the perfect time to get started! We have a few simple tips to help you make the most of your outdoor space this season.

Plan Ahead

Now that you’ve decided it’s time for some home improvements, develop a vision of what you expect for your outdoor space. Whether your home is lacking functionality or you just want to improve its appearance, it is always important to have a vision of what the end result will look like. Planning ahead will also help you save money on your renovations. This not only avoids the additional costs of changing your mind throughout the process, but increases the chances of finishing on schedule.

Assess what you already have

If you’re not looking to do a complete renovation, build off of what you already have. Look at the colours of your house, garage or any other products you currently have to help you decide on colours and styles that will compliment them. Sometimes all it takes is one additional staple product to drastically improve the appearance of your outdoor space.

Find accessories or furniture to match your colour scheme

Once a dominant colour or colour scheme is established, start looking for accessories or furniture to match these colours. By adding simple patio furniture including chairs, tables or couches and various accessories such as chair cushions or flower pots, you can enhance the appearance of any outdoor space.

Enjoy the final product!

Once you finish making any renovations or improvements, make sure you spend time enjoying them! Whether that means spending quality time with your family, or hosting gatherings with your friends, enjoy spending time outdoors as much as you can. With only a few months of summer weather, you will want to make the most out of every second!

For more inspiration or ideas for your outdoor space, visit our website, Facebook or Pinterest pages!
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Summer is all about living easy and entertaining guests. Here are a few simple tips to make entertaining your guests a summer breeze!

Rather than placing regular beverage bottles on your dining table, add some décor to them! Wrap any type of beverage bottle with patterned paper and secure it with double-sided tape. Use scraps of gift wrap or wallpaper that match the colour scheme of your event.

Instead of worrying about mixing the perfect drink, create exciting summer beverages using one ingredient. Look through magazines or online sites such as Pinterest to find an easy and refreshing summer drink recipe you would want to serve at your outdoor event. You can match it with your theme, or serve something you think everyone will like. Add a tiny décor piece to the glass, and you’re ready to go!

Let the games begin! There is no better solution to those early guest arrivals or that post-lunch slump than a collection of no-skills-required lawn games. Rather than having your guests sitting around, get them to participate in outdoor activities. This will get everyone involved and add some fun to your get together! It is also a great ice breaker for any guests who may not know each other.

If your event is later in the day and will still be going on after the sun goes down, add some string lighting to impress your guests! This is as simple as pulling out those Christmas lights or purchasing some string lights and wrapping them around various items in your backyard such as lamp posts, trees, railings or pergola posts. Not only is this an efficient way of lighting your backyard once it gets dark, it also creates the perfect summer atmosphere!

Most importantly you’ll need your backyard to be summer ready. By adding any of our outdoor products such as our pergolas, railings, or sheds, you can create the perfect atmosphere and impress all your guests! Come visit us at Vision Building Products and make your backyard ready for summer!
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The warmer months are creeping up on us, which means outdoor entertaining is right around the corner! It’s never too early to begin your home beauty makeover, and to start getting your backyard ready for summer.Here are some tips to make your home look its best this summer.

The snow and cold weather really took a toll on our landscape. Use a hand pruner to remove dead or damaged branches from trees and shrubs. This will encourage healthy growth just in time for summer.Look around your yard for broken sticks, dead leaves, and any grime or residue left behind on gates and fences from melting snow.

Has the cold winter weather left your home’s exterior looking a little worn out? There are many small improvements you can make to your home to make it ready for summer. By giving your windows and front door a fresh coat of paint or choosing to install new ones, you can completely reinvent the look of your home. Once the summer comes around you’ll want the exterior of your home to look its best, and these simple tips will make a big difference!

Last but not least, your garden may need a little freshening up once all of the snow has melted. Don’t forget to give your garden some love by raking, weeding and planting fresh seeds. By planning and executing your home renovations in the spring, you can ensure you have all summer long to enjoy your home’s beauty.

Cleaning and maintaining your property takes time. At Vision Building Products we offer maintenance free products, to ensure you can spend less time caring for your products, and more time enjoying them! With many styles and colours to choose from, you’ll be sure to find something that fits your tastes and vision for your home.

For more information, check out any of our social media outlets or visit our website at www.visionoutdoorproducts.com.
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Every homeowner wants their home to look as nice as possible, and with summer sadly coming to an end, homeowners are looking to make quick home improvements for now and next year. Home improvements can be large, costly projects, but they don’t have to be. You can easily add some style – and value – to your home with these 10 do-it-yourself projects, all for under $100.

1. Change the exterior light fixtures on your porch. Replace existing light fixtures with something new and stylish. Installing new outdoor lighting will freshen up your curb appeal, and you can save money by installing energy efficient lighting.

2. Installing ground lighting. Adding lights around flower boxes or walkways is another simple, affordable way to brighten up your home’s exterior and curb appeal. The easiest and most cost effective way to accomplish this is to use solar powered, staked lights.

3. Trim overgrowth and pull weeds. After a long winter, the front yard could probably use a little TLC. Remove the old growth will make your plants look greener, more vibrant and can also make your yard look larger.

4. Plant some flowers. Nothing brightens up your home’s exterior more than freshly planted flowers, and they’re not expensive. Planting a variety of colorful flowers around your front yard will add vibrancy to the area, and make your home more attractive.

5. Spread some fertilizer. Another way to add more color to your yard is by using fertilizer. Most landscape experts would suggest fertilizing your grass, at minimum, once in the fall and once in the spring

6.  Refasten loose boards or trims. As a home settles over time, its structure shifts, potentially causing some of your trims and fascia to move and separate. A quick visual inspection around all the windows, doors and along the roof line is all it takes to identify loose spots or wear and tear.

7. Paint the trims and fascia. The trim around the roof line, doors and windows gives your house character. You can really liven up your curb appeal with a new coat of paint on the trim, brightening up those old colors. Give your home a fresh look by changing the trim color. To maintain your home’s value, take a look at common housing color trends.

8. Paint the front door. Get creative! Your front door is often the centerpiece of your porch and there are no set color rules. Try to think of a color that contrasts the rest of the colors in your front yard, to stand out.

9. Change the hardware on the front door. A shiny new doorknob or handle is a small modification, but can make a big difference. Over time, the finish on your existing outdoor hardware can fade or corrode. Installing an ornamental, new door knob will modernize the front porch.

10. Mount new address numbers. With all the font and color options available, changing your house numbers is another small improvement you can make with little cost and effort. Make your house stand out with new, decorative numbers. You can also change the location of the address, and the style in which the numbers hang.

Visit us at https://visionbpl.ca/ and check out our outdoor products.
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Vision Building Products is committed to providing the highest quality outdoor maintenance free products such as columns, railings, fencing, storage sheds, pergolas, arbors and trellises.

Vision Building Products carries the most diverse selection of inventory in the marketplace with a variety of styles, sizes and colours in order to help you bring ANY outdoor vision you have to life.

Our extensive line of products are made with the utmost care to ensure that we provide the highest quality and value in the industry. Below is a list of what is offered.

Columns

Vision Building Products is a manufacturer of high end columns that has a wide variety of styles, sizes and colours.

Railing

Our PVC railings are designed to meet the highest building standards while enhancing the appearance and functionality of your home’s exterior.

Storage Shed

Vision vinyl storage buildings are constructed of strong, durable PVC material that has been perfected to deliver resistance to weathering, fading, denting, cracking, and twisting.

Fencing

Our vinyl fence series of products offer value, durability and long-lasting beauty to your outdoor living space. They do not require a lot of maintenance and are designed to withstand Canada’s harsh climate. You can create designs with our fencing to suit your needs and taste.

Pergolas

With Vision Building Products, you can do more entertaining and less maintaining because our pergolas are crafted with premium vinyl, therefore they are virtually maintenance free.

We are looking forward to providing solutions for your outdoor needs and you will be very happy with our products and services.
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